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DISPERSION AND BETATRON FUNCTION CORRECTION IN THE
ADVANCED PHOTON SOURCE STORAGE RING USING

SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION* ~EcE/vEh

L. Emery, ANL, Argonne, IL

Abstract

Magneterrorsand off-centerorbits throughsextuples per-
turb the dispersion and beta functions in a storage ring
(SR), which affectsmachineperformance. In a large ring
such as the Advanced Photon Source (APS), the magnet
errors are difficultto determinewith beam-basedmethods.
Also the non-zeroorbit throughsextuples result fromuser
requests for steering at light source points. For expedi-
ency,a singularvaluedecomposition(SVD)matrixmethod
analogous to orbit correctionwas adopted to make global
corrections to these fhnctions using strengths of several
quadrupoks as correcting elements. The direct response
matrix is calculated from the model of the perfect lattice.
The inverseis calculatedby SVD with a selected number
of singular vectors. Resulting improvementin the lattice
functionsand machineperformancewill be presented.

1 INTRODUCTION

Thelattice functions (p=, & q=, and@ in the APS stor-
age ring are perturbed from those of the ideal model be-
cause of possible quadruple calibration errors and off-
center orbits through tie sextuples. It is desirable to cor-
rect these lattice functionsbecause theyhave some impact
on machineperformance such as injection efficiency,dy-
namic aperture, momentum aperture (for Touschek life-
time), tune adjustment,and orbit correction.

There exist beam-basedmethods that achievethe above
goal by first determining an accurate model of the ring
from a fit to experimentaldata then makingchangesto the
quadruple magnetsetpointsto compensatefor thecalibra-
tion errors (see for example [1]). The machine functions
aftercorrectionagreewell with the ideal.

The above method and similar methods are difficult to
apply to the APS storage ring for several reasons. For
one, the strong sextuples in the APS ring can potentially
producea significantfocusingmagneticfieIdthat confuses
with tie nearby quadruples. When the method has been
appliedto smallerrings as in [1], the sextuples wereelim-
inated from the fittingprocess by simply turning them off
and makingmeasurementswiti a storedbeam with uncor-
rectedchromaticity.The APS ring has such a largenatural
chromaticitythat the beam cannot be storedwhen the sex-
tupole magnetsare turnedoff. If the sextuples are left on,
the focusingeffect of the sextuples could be includedas
a known quantity in the fitting by suppying the horizon-
tal beam position through the sextuples. However,deter-
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miningaccuratepositions of the beamre@v& tupole
magneticcentersis not a trivialmeasurement. T/

Anotherfittingmethodusesmeasurementsof severaltra-
jectories throughparts of the ring made linear by turning
sextuples off [2]. Since the APS ring can storebeam with
atleast twoof the40 sectorswithsextuples turnedoff, this
methodinitiallyheld promise. However,the difficultyhere
is the confoundingof the calibrationfactorsofquadrupokx
with the gain errorsof the beamposition monitors.

Wedecidedto adopta philosophysimilarto orbitcorrec-
tion wherewe make correctionsto the lattice functionsdi-
rectlywithoutidentifyingthe sourceof errors,eventhough
it is clearwhatkinds of magneterrorsproducelattice fnnc-
tion perturbations. We measure the lattice function errors
and determine corrections by applying a change in set-
points to a small set of magnets. This idea is particularly
applicableto theAPS storagering sinceall quadruples are
individuallycontrolled.It is hoped that the goal of improv-
ing machineperformancecan be attainedby reducing the
latticeperturbationgloballyand not necessarilyby making
a completecorrectionat all points aroundthe ring.

2 METHODOLOGY

Though one may guess that the correction of the lattice
functions to be more complex than orbit correction, the
processis mathematicallyawdogousto orbitcorrectionbe-
cause the perturbationsof the lattice functionsare derived
fromsimilardifferentialequationswithdrivingtermslinear
in somemagneterror(for~ therelevantquantitythat obeys
a lineardifferentialequationis (A/3/@ [3]).Any such for-
mulationcan be turned into a matrix correctionalgorithm
for use in a controlsystemoperatorinterface.

As in orbit correction,the correctionsetup requiresfirst
calculatinga response matrix in which each element cor-
respondsto the responsea measurementquantitymakes to
the action of a control quantity. For example, in the q=
correctionrhemeasurementquantityis the dispersionmea-
sured at the SR beam position monitors (BPMs) and the
controlquantitiesare quadruples in the dispersionmatch-
ing section. The response matrix is then inverted using
singularvaluedecomposition,a standardmatrix inversion
algorithm that allows some flexibility in controlling the
amount of correctionand stability of correction. For in-
stance,selectingonlya smallnumberof the largestsingular
values(SVS)reduces the ability to correct the short wave-
length features,but tends to stabilize the correction in the
presenceof measurementerrors or model inaccuracies.

The responsematrixis constructedby combiningthere-
sultsof severalcalculations,eachusinga baselinemodelof
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the ring plus a smallchangein oneparticularmagneticele-
ment representingthe control quantity. The elegant [4]
code was used to make the calculations. The output data
(lattice t%nctions)is written in the Self-DescribingData
Sets (SDDS) file format [5, 6], which comes with a pow-
erfulpostprocessingtoolkit. For each lattice fimctionto be
corrected,Tel/l%scriptscomposedofpostprocessingcom-
mands generate the response matrix, the inverse response
matrix, and a magnet setpoint delta file to write to the ac-
celeratorcontrol system.

The corrections were applied separately to the lattice
functionsin APS storagering. Correctingall lattice func-
tions simultaneouslycan be done in principleusing an all-
inclusive matrix. Correcting only BY,say, could affect
q= since quadruples are controlquantitiesfor both lattice
fictions. Considering the main harmonic componentof
each lattice perturbation, it is hoped that correctioninter-
action between the lattice functionsis not significant. For
the APS ring, where v= = 35.2 and VY= 19.3, the 35th
harmonic of quadruple correctiondominates the q= cor-
rection, the 70th harmonic dominates the ~= correction,
and the 38th and 39th harmonicsdominate /3Y.Since qg
uniquely uses the skewquadruples, qv remainscorrected
after anyregularquadruple change.

In addition, one can reduce the possible interactionby
selectingquadruples at “good”locationsas correctorsfor
each lattice function.For instance,& should be corrected
using quadruples where~z > & and q= = O.

A practical aspect is the time required for collecting
measurementdata. Since lattice functions are physically
derived quantities, the correctioncould take a shift. Pre-
existing TcVTkapplicationsare used to measure q and @
andwriteresults to a file. It takesaboutoneminute to make
dispersionfiction measurementsat all SR BPMs (which
numbergreater than 360). The@readbackconsists of a se-
quenceof relativelyaccurate~ measurementat quadruple
positions, each taking 5 to 7 minutes for both /3zand&
Therefore, to make severalcorrectioniterations practical,
the ~ readback can only consist of a handfid of f3values
spread uniformly around the ring. One must assume that
the readbackssamplea smoothglobalperturbationconsist-
ing of a fewharmonicssuch that reducingthe perturbation
at the measurementpoints with a few-SVscorrectingma-
trix will reduce the perturbationat all points.

Anotheroperatiomilissueis therequirementof standard-
izing the quadruple magnetsafter everycorrectionbefore
makinganotherlattice functionmeasurement.

3 RESULTS

Thecurrentunperturbedlattice fimctionsfor the APS sec-
tor are shownin Figure 1. The ten quadruples in the sec-
tor aredesignatedA:Q1throughA:Q5, thenB:Q5 to B:Q1.
Figure2 showstheperturbedq=witha dominantharmonic
at the integertuneof 35 appearingas a 5-periodmodulation
due to the 40-foldsymmetryof the lattice.

The dispersion correction uses all SR BPMs, and 40
A:Q5-B:Q5quadruple pairs as 40 individual correctors.
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Figure 1: APS sectorlattice functions
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Figure 2: Originaldispersion

Using all 40 SVSfor the matrixinversiongavea stablecor-
rection probably due to the large ratio of number of read-
backs to correctors. After several iterations, the q= per-
turbationrms was reduced ffom 37 mm to 7 mm. The q=
at one location measured in each sector (Figure 3) clearly
showsthereductionof the 35th harmoniccomponent.The
amplitudeofquadrupolerelativestrengthchangewasabout
+6 x 10–3. After the correction the beam lifetime im-
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Figure 3: Reductionin q=error by matrix correction

proved from28 hours to 37 hours for the standarduser fill
pattern,presumablydue to an indirectly-causedincreasein
momentumaperture(not measured).The einittancein both
planes did not change appreciably.

It is expectedthat correctingthe verticaldispersion will
reduce the vertical emittance and zu coupling of the stored
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beam. Also, the injection losses from incoming particle
motiongrowingin y will be reduced.

There are 19 skew quadruples distributed around the
ring and availableas correctors. (A 20th skew quadruple
was removedbecauseof a redesign of a vacuumchamber.)
Tenof the skewquadruples are locatedin the q=matching
section (nearA:Q4), and the other nine are in a nominally
dispersion-freesection (near B:Q3). The SVD matrix in-
version automaticallyeliminated the latter nine since they
have no effecton qv.

Given that there are about 360 dispersion measurement
points and onlynine independentcorrectors,the correction
can be made with as many as nine SVS. Trying eight SVS
for the matrix inversionproduced large skew quadruple
setpoint changes, and caused a divergencein qv and a no-
ticeable tilt on the synchrotronslight beam image. This
is surprising given that the ratio in the number of read-
backs and correctorsis large. There maybe significanter-
ror due to small Zy coupling in the BPMs. Also the skew
quadrupole-to-q~response matrix maybe sensitive to er-
rors in the phase differencebetween tie z and y motion.
The correctionsmadewith four SVSgave more reasonable
results, which demonstratesthe flexibilityof SVD decom-
position. Figure 4 shows the overall improvement of qv.
The minimum rms achievedwas 2.4 mm, a threefold re-
duction in this case. According to lifetime measurements,
the verticalemittancewas reducedby approximatelya fac-
tor of two, making the ratio to horizontal emittance about
0.3%.
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Figure 4: Reductionin qYby matrix correction

The ,8=perturbation of the ring was relatively small. Fig-
ure 5 shows the measured ~= and & at A:Q1sin ewr’y
other sector aroundthering. On this plo~ a 70th harmonic
in ~. perturbationshouldappearas a 10thharmonic,which
is not evident.Thus no attempt was made to correct ,0=.

A large PVmodulation is observed and is a suspected
cause of injection losses at the small vertical apertures,
Correctingthe modulationin BVwill maximizethe vertical
acceptanceof the 5-m-longsmall aperture vacuumcham-
bers. The full /3Vmeasurementtakes a prohibitivelylong
time to perform. Neverthelessan efficientset of measure-
ment locations must be adopted. During initial tests, var-
ious small numbers of points (4 and 8) were used, which
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Figure 5: /3modulation at severalA:Q1 quadrupols

turned out to be insufficientin representing the overallper-
turbation. As a compromise, readings at 12 A:QIs are
taken, the A:QIs being selected for their proximity to the
small vertical apertures. The control quadruples selected
are the 40 A@4s, which have/39 > /-?v.

There was not much opportunityto test variousnumbers
of SVSfor @correction.Figure 6 shows tbe resulting@vat
12measurementpoints ffomusing 8 SVSon the original20
readbacks, then 8 SVSagain with the same 12 readbacks.
The modulation was reduced from 17% to 9%. The short
wavelengthmodulation that remains appears to be outside
therange of the global correction.
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Figure 6: f?v modulation after correction
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